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THANKS TO

Thanks to the possibility we 
have had, in the past thirty years, 
of succeeding in everything we 
have wanted to achieve. Thanks
also to the fact that we have never
strayed from our dream of seeing
projects become real. And thanks 
to all those who do not appear here, 
but whose merits we know.
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IDEAS 
SHAPE 
THE 
WORLD
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INNOVATIVE 
THINKING 
IS THE ENGINE 
TO DREAM 
A DIFFERENT 
WORLD, 
TO IMAGINE 
WHAT COULD 
HAPPEN 
FURTHER.

Building transforms these 
ideas into reality: by shaping 
the space around us, we are 
given the possibility to leave 
a mark and actively contribute 
to the social and economic 
development of countries, 
communities and people.
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There is a special feeling in 
making a project come true, 
overcoming every challenge 
on the way. Since 1978, 
Maeg finds its persistence in 
achieving its dreams in the 
Italian northeast stubborn 
working culture, which has 
driven the evolution from 
a company born in a barn 
into an international player. 
Without taking a chance 
there is no growth.

About

BUILDING 
IDEAS
MAEG REALIZES 
WHAT STARTS 
WITH A CONCEPT 
AND TURNS 
IT INTO REALITY.  
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WE 
ARE
WHAT
WE DO
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Maeg is an international player 
in the construction sector, both 
as a General Contractor and 
as a steel specialist. By mixing 
experience and expertise, Maeg 
offers a complete service along 
the design, production and 
erection of bridges, viaducts, 
civil and industrial buildings. 
Maeg’s strength is the capacity 
to mix the general management 
overview along with the 
practical steel-specialization.
It allows an optimization of 
the different activities reducing 
time and costs, offering 
a turnkey solution.

A GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR 
SPECIALIZED 
IN STEEL 
MANUFACTURING.
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Two brothers with complementary 
experiences in the field of building, 
Walter and Alfeo Ortolan, founded 
the construction company Ortolan 
SpA, initially operating in Italy.

WHEN IT 
ALL BEGAN

Maeg invests on space and 
technology acquiring a new 
production plant dedicated 
to pre-processing activities. 
First projects in North Africa.

DEVELOPMENT 
AND EXPANSION

Maeg Costruzioni SpA is founded 
by Alfeo Ortolan and Marilena 
Carlet and established in Vazzola 
(TV), to satisfy the growing demand 
for medium-heavy steel structures.

FOLLOWING 
A NEW INTUITION

Realization of the first noteworthy 
international project: an 18-floors 
hotel in Khartoum, Sudan. 
Acquisition of a new production 
plant in Italy.

EXPLORING 
NEW HORIZONS

1978 1989 1998 2003

Timeline

OUR HISTORY

32 years later, Ortolan SpA’s 
first-born factory is integrated into 
Maeg’s system, which acquires new 
traditions and skills.

BACK TO 
ROOTS

The realization of three footbridges
crossing the Dubai Water Canal,
in the UAE, confirms Maeg’s presence
in the Middle East. First projects
in Russia. Acquisition of the fifth
production plant in Italy.

DIVERSE MARKETS, 
INTEGRATED EXPERTISE

Appointment of the most notable 
tender as General Contractor: 
the guyed bridge in Basra, Iraq. 
Important expansion in foreign market 
with new projects in South America.

TURNING A VISION 
INTO REALITY

Strengthening market presence 
in Qatar with the construction of 
two notable civil works: Al Wakrah 
Stadium in Doha and the 12 iron 
and glass domes of the Place 
Vendome Mall in Lusail. 

LOOKING AHEAD
TOWARDS NEW CHALLENGES

2010 2013 2016 2017
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With more than 35 years of experience, 
Maeg is able to adapt to each project 
characteristics, so to devise tailor-made 
and innovative engineering solutions. 
An expert workforce and latest machi-
neries concretely transform the design 
into substance, improving year after 
year the overall production capacity.

Production
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SPECIALIST IN 
DESIGN AND 
EXECUTION OF 
MAJOR ENGINEERING 
PROJECTS
MAEG PROJECTS ARE 
ENTIRELY MADE IN ITALY 
AND COORDINATED 
IN-HOUSE.
 

120.560 square meters
Is the total surface covered by 5 workshops

847 people
Are part of Maeg Team 

65.000 tons/year
Is the production capacity
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PART OF 
PEOPLE’S 
EVERYDAY 
LIFE
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Maeg realizations such as bridges, 
viaducts, hotels, airports, residential 
buildings, hospitals, offices, malls, 
congress centres, energy plants, 
industrial facilities, coverings and 
cranes are widespread in the world 
and integrated with the environment. 
Building infrastructures with both 
social and architectural value 
means playing an active role in 
the development of communities, 
leaving a mark in people’s lives.

Projects

SHAPING A 
BETTER WORLD
CURRENTLY, MAEG 
IS PRESENT IN MORE 
THAN TWENTY DIFFERENT 
COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD. 
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Operating in an environmentally 
and socially responsible manner is 
a key driver for Maeg: by reducing 
gas emissions, optimizing reusable 
scrap and installing now more than 
7.760 square meters of solar panels 
we aim to put in place every any 
little step to minimize negative 
environmental impact, contributing 
to a healthier planet.

Sustainability

A DAILY  
COMMITMENT
LONG-TERM THINKING 
IS ESSENTIAL: WE AIM 
FOR SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT FOR 
COMMUNITIES OF 
TOMORROW. 
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BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
Portfolio
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CORINTHIA HOTEL
Khartoum, Sudan

The Corinthia Hotel is one of 
the first five-star hotels in the 
Sudanese capital. All the 18 floors 
are irregularly shaped and lean on 
a central core made of reinforced 
concrete: they compose a majestic 
oval curved façade shaped like a 
sail. The hotel has become a symbol 
of economic and cultural renovation 
of the city.
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The characteristic element of the 
project is a 11.000 square meters roof 
made of glass and steel, covering a wet 
dock able to host more than 400 boats. 
The roof is supported by trusses leaning 
both on the two buildings and on pillars, 
contrasting the bending of the beams. 

NH LAGUNA
PALACE HOTEL
Venice, Italy

MANAGEMENT AND
OFFICE BUILDING
Kazan, Russia

Placed in front of the seat of 
government, the 4.500 square 
meters office building in Kazan 
is 5 floors high, with a terrace bar 
on the roof. The building has an 
avant-garde automation system, 
with esteemed furnishing inside.
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The roofing covers the internal courtyard 
of the u-shaped luxurious hotel in 
Caserta, one of the biggest of its type 
in Europe. The impressive roof is made 
of shatterproof glass covering an area 
of 3.600 square meters, supported by 
300 tons of tubular arches.  

GOLDEN TULIP
PLAZA CASERTA
Caserta, Italy
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The 110.000 square meters conference 
centre is made of glass, concrete and 
20.000 tons of both structural sections 
and reticular trusses made of tubular 
pipes, reaching a maxim length of 140 
meters. To step up its position, the 
Algerian Government conceived and  
financed this project  that is capable 
of hosting up to 10.000 people.

CENTRE INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCES - CIC
Algiers, Algeria
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CENTRE GUIDO
Libreville, Gabon

34

This “L” shape complex is divided 
into three independent blocks: 
a south residential tower 10 floors 
high, a north commercial tower 
12 floors high and the horizontal 
connection hosting parking lots. 
The building façade is characteri-
zed by a regular grid alternating 
opaque and glazed modules.

Multifunctional centre hosting 
offices and recreational areas, 
conceived by the architect Tobia 
Scarpa. He designed the building 
with a minimal  environmental 
impact: in particular, the façades 
have been realized with a rainproof 
cladding made of Corten steel.

POLO FAERY 
Treviso, Italy
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THE “BUBBLE”
HELIPORT 
Turin, Italy

Since 1916 this complex used to 
host Fiat’s automobile production, 
the largest at time. 
At the end of the ‘80s the architect 
Renzo Piano won the competition 
held to plan a renewal of the 
historical site, which now hosts 
malls, a convention centre, hotels 
and offices. On the top of it, the 
characteristic bubble-shaped 
heliport made of steel and glass 
dominates the panorama.
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Realization of a 3.000 seats movie 
theatre, with the largest IMAX screen 
in the world. It is built inside the 
Mall of Qatar, designed by the inter-
nationally known Chapman Taylor 
architects. The 500.000 square 
meters mall integrates a shopping, 
dining and entertainment experience 
next to the Al Rayyan Sports Club 
and 2022 FIFA World Cup Stadium.

MALL OF QATAR
Doha, Qatar
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MEXICO PAVILION
EXPO 2015 
Milan, Italy

The design of the Mexico pavilion is 
inspired by the shape of corn, base 
ingredient of Aztec culture. It has 
been recreated by using tubular 
profiles, reaching a height of 14 
meters, wrapped with a membrane 
made of canvas.
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BENETTON FACTORY
Treviso, Italy

This factory is composed by a 
reinforced concrete frame anchoring 
to 25 meters high steel pillars, 
from which stay cables support 
the roof. This stay cable solution, 
usually adopted on bridges, allows 
reducing the number of internal 
columns, so to increase indoor space.
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Supply of more than 10.400 tons of 
steel for the realization of a combi-
ned-cycle power plant: the 
gas is burned to create steam that 
generates energy, allowing to increase 
efficiency by as much as 50 per cent. 
With 4.800 MW power capacity, the 
power plant will supply around 
15 million people with electricity.

NEW CAPITAL POWER PLANT
Cairo, Egypt

METHANOL PLANT
Houston, Texas, USA

Supply of more than 1.800 tons of steel 
for the construction of the methanol 
plant. Built in a 514-acre land and 
integrated to an adjacent already existing 
production complex, it is the biggest 
methanol plant in the US, based on the 
production capacity. The facility will 
produce 5.000 tons a day of this petroche-
mical liquid coming from natural gas.
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ROMA TERMINI
STATION 
Rome, Italy

The parking lot built above the railways 
of Roma Termini train station is the 
first of its kind in Europe.
The overall surface of 50.000 square 
meters hosts 1.337 parking spots, plus 
a dedicated area for shops and stores. 
The 40.000 tons steel structure has 
been assembled and launched from 
the top of the station, without interfering 
with the below train traffic.
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A 110.000 square meters production 
plant located within the military 
airport of Cameri. This site is 
the main hub in Europe for Final 
Assembly and Check-Out (FACO) 
of F35-JSF aircrafts, which gives 
to Italy an international prestigious 
position. 

CAMERI AIRPORT
Cameri, Italy

ADD AIRPORT
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

New cargo terminals aimed to four-fold 
the storing surface of the main 
airport of Addis Ababa. The national 
air company Ethiopian Airlines is 
investing on these new areas to 
host and transfer agricultural 
products, in order to increase the 
development of the country.
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Realization and supply of industrial 
and nautical cranes, such as straddle 
carrier cranes, equipment for boat 
handling in marinas ports and ship 
yards and containers cranes. Used for both 
lifting and transportation activities, these 
cranes are pre-assembled in-house and 
shipped all over the world.

PRODUCTION AND
SUPPLY OF CRANES
Worldwide

MOVING WALKWAY 
“MARCO POLO” AIRPORT
Venice, Italy

Construction of pedestrian connection 
between the dock and passenger 
terminal at the airport Marco Polo 
in Venice. It consists of a closed and 
elevated gallery 365 meters long 
leaning on piles, facilitating the flow 
of people in transit at the airport.
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PLACE VENDÔME
Lusail, Qatar

Place Vendôme is a luxurious 
mixed-use development of 1 million 
square meters: Maeg is building 
the 12 iron and glass skylight domes, 
proving itself as a competitor in the 
field of installations of architectural 
envelops.

WORK IN PROGRESS
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WORK IN PROGRESS

AL WAKRAH STADIUM
Doha, Qatar

Maeg has been assigned to produce 
and erect the 7.000 tons steel 
structure for the roofing of the 
Al Wakrah Stadium that will host 
the 2022 FIFA World Cup. 
The studio Zaha Hadid Architects 
designed the futuristic shape of 
the project.
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BRIDGES AND VIADUCTS
Portfolio
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MUHAMMAD BAQIR 
AL-SADR BRIDGE
Basra, Iraq

The bridge crosses the union of the 
rivers Tigris and Euphrates. 
It has a total length of 1.200 meters 
and it bases on 25 pillars with 
special foundations dug into the 
ground to a maximum depth of 50 
meters. This project is the first great 
realization, part of a broader program 
of urbanization of the Iraqi region.
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LEONARDO BRIDGE 
Montevarchi, Italy

Part of the broader renovation of 
the regional road N. 69, the two-arch 
bridge designed by the Spanish 
studio of architects Carlo Fernandez 
Casado SL is 495 meters long and 
has a weight of 5.400 tons. 
This new connection is born to solve 
the traffic congestion problem that 
was plaguing the area.
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ESTAIADO DE CURITIBA
VIADUCT 
Curitiba, Brazil

The project facilitates the viability 
between the two principal roads 
of the city in order to be ready for 
the FIFA World Cup in 2014 and the 
Olympic Games in 2016. With its 
65 meters tall antenna and a weight 
of 2.500 tons, the viaduct has become 
one of the architectural symbols of 
the city, perfectly integrating with 
the skyline.
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Supply and erection of 10.500 tons 
for the railway viaduct serving 
the high train speed line between 
Tangier and Kenitra, as part of the 
broader project arriving to 
Casablanca. Halving the travel time 
among the main cities of the country, 
this 350 kilometers long railway 
line will be one of the longest in 
the whole continent.

LOUKKOS VIADUCT
Larache, Morocco

MINIMETRO
Perugia, Italy

This 3 kilometers long metro line 
was designed by the internationally 
known architect Jean Nouvel, and 
has seven stations allowing an 
average of 8.000 people per hour to 
move from the city outskirts to the 
historical centre. The project adapts 
to the hill landscape and it integrates 
with the ancient architecture of 
the city. 
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FOOTBRIDGE 1
Dubai, UAE

Steel footbridge long 120 meters and 
wide 6 meters, supported by two 
antennas and by a metal cable 
system. It is the first pedestrian bridge 
out of three crossing the Dubai Water 
Canal, a recently finished waterway 
in the middle of the financial district 
of the city: it connects the Al Wasl 
district to one of the green areas of 
the city, Safa Park.
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The second footbridge has a suspended 
S-shaped deck that ends into two 
concrete ramps. They roll around the 
basement of a 205 meters long white 
arch that reaches 50 meters of height 
and supports the weight of the whole 
structure. The footbridge has already 
become a new iconic symbol, 
characterizing the skyline of Dubai.

FOOTBRIDGE 2
Dubai, UAE
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FOOTBRIDGE 3
Dubai, UAE

The third footbridge of the Dubai 
Water Canal is a twisted steel bracket 
of 1.386 tons resting on two columns. 
Assembled in a month while the 
water was already inside the canal, 
it has been supported by a temporary 
bridge then removed with a barge.
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MARMORE BRIDGE 
Terni, Italy

Located at 70 meters above the 
ground with a total length of 300 
meters, the segmental arch bridge has 
an important role in reducing travel 
time between the cities of Rieti 
and Terni from one hour to fifteen 
minutes only. It also allows to avoid 
a dangerous route made of several 
hairpin turns. The architectural 
beauty of the realization has zero 
impact on the underlying Valnerina 
valley and urban centres, perfectly 
integrating with the environment.
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The bifurcated-arch viaduct lies 
on 30 meters deep steel piles so 
to absorb the shakiness and the 
instability of the ground. This new 
connection better links the whole 
region and facilitates tourism and 
local economy.

ARCO DEL BICENTENARIO
VIADUCT 
Bogotà, Colombia
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Arch bridge of 250 tons with pedestrian 
and bike walkway. The structure is part 
of the border renovation of the Riva 
Trigoso waterfront to facilitate the flow 
of vehicles and pedestrians. A single 
inclined arch, high 8.5 meters, as well 
as having a strong architectural value, 
serves to reinforce the image 
of lightness with the scaffold. 

RIVA TRIGOSO BRIDGE
Sestri Levante, Italy

The assembling of the flyover has 
been entirely done without interfering 
with the below train traffic, 
by sliding the deck – for a total 
weight of 1.700 tons – on support 
pillars and hooking it to steel ropes. 
This project sensitively improves 
urban viability, linking the outskirt 
with the town.

SARPI-DALMAZIA FLYOVER
Padua, Italy
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The bridge is composed by two 
slightly outward-inclined arches 
sustaining the metal deck. It connects 
the Auditorium Parco della Musica 
and the sportive complex of the Foro 
Italico: planned since 1929, it has an 
extremely high political and aesthetical 
relevance for the city of Rome. It is 
indeed the only modern steel bridge 
in the historic centre crossing the 
river Tiber. The bridge has been 
named after Armando Travajoli, the 
worldwide known music composer.

ARMANDO TROVAJOLI
MUSIC BRIDGE
Rome, Italy
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Part of the Orastie-Sibiu section of 
the A1 Motorway (an 82 kilometers 
long Pan-European corridor crossing 
the country), the Aciliu Viaduct 
is known as the longest and the 
highest viaduct in Romania, 
having a height of 80 meters 
and a length of 1.100. It bases 
on pylons concreted in the bedrock 
at a depth of 40 meters. 

ACILIU VIADUCT
Aciliu, Romania
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Trestle bridge composed by two 
diverging legs supporting the deck, 
divided in two different carriageways. 
During the assembling phase the 
unhospitable territory forced to work 
with a minimal operation space. 
The realization allows the transition 
of more than 15.000 vehicles per 
day, boosting local economies 
and tourism. 

GUAYLLABAMBA BRIDGE
Quito, Ecuador
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EXPO 2015
GANGWAY
Milan, Italy

The gangway is 527 meters long, 
it has a weight of 2.100 tons and 
it counts for almost 5 kilometers of 
welded beams. It has connected the 
Universal Exposition to the Rho trade 
area; at the end of the Expo the 
gangway has not been dismantled 
remaining usable for residents 
unlike most of the other structures. 

The realization, built in steel and 
glass, develops on three levels for
a total length of 160 meters and 
a height of 15 meters. It has three 
spans laying on two legs and two 
piles. It is intended to host 
commercial and expositive spaces 
to welcome start-ups, educational 
and scientific areas.

NEW NORTH BRIDGE 
OVER THE PARMA RIVER 
Parma, Italy
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MARGHERA BRIDGE 
Venice, Italy

The bridge has a 425 meters 
long curved deck, supported by 
a 19 degrees inclined antenna 
through a steel cable system. 
The realization has been made 
in Corten steel because it naturally 
produces a protective patina 
against the corrosion coming 
from sea breeze and pollution.
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This realization consists in two arch 
bridges completing the roundabout in 
Sant’Andrea, a city at the Italian 
border with Slovenia. The arches are 40 
meters long with an outward inclination 
of 30 degrees. Given the symbolic position, 
the colours of the bridges recall the 
Italian flag: red arches, supported 
by white cables and beams, surrounded 
by the green of the landscape.

PORTA D’ITALIA
Gorizia, Italy

The bridge, suspended above the 
Versa River in Gorizia, is composed 
by two crossing cylindrical arches 
30 meters high formed by four 
tubes of 2 meters of diameter. 
Its architectural design characterizes 
the landscape of the region, still 
respecting the natural surroundings 
with its pale-grey colour.

VERSA BRIDGE
Gorizia, Italy
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MESSINA JUNCTIONS
Messina, Italy

The 3.7 kilometers long junctions 
consist in fourteen elevated viaducts 
on different levels, built to reorganize 
the viability of the city. With a 
final weight of 10.000 tons, this 
iconic infrastructure is built right 
before the beginning of the Nebrodi 
mountain chain.
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The bridge enabled the crossing 
of the East Motorway between the 
city and the airport. The deck – 27 
meters wide, 81 meters of length – 
holds two-lane carriageways, a dual 
tramway and two sidewalks. It has 
a hybrid structure, sustained by 
a system of stays suspended from 
pylons having a triangular steel frame. 

BANANIERS BRIDGE
Algiers, Algeria

SIDI MAÂROUF BRIDGE
Casablanca, Morocco

Maeg is building the Sidi Maârouf 
cable-stayed bridge in the centre 
of Casablanca. With a final length 
of 225 meters it will be the second 
biggest bridge of its type in Morocco. 
After the realization of the bridge 
there will be the construction of two 
roundabouts and the completion of 
the adjacent tramline.

WORK IN PROGRESS
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Every project is unique. 
This characteristic imposes 
to evolve and to reinvent 
themselves, constantly. 
To do so, Maeg truly believes 
that people make the 
difference and that everyone’s 
contribution shape the identity 
of the company, achieving 
together new results.

IT ALL 
STARTS 
WITH 
PEOPLE
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MAEG COSTRUZIONI SPA
Headquarters 

Via G. Toniolo, 40 
31028 Vazzola TV  
ITALY 

+39 0438 441558 

info@maegspa.com 
www.maegspa.com 

Parma Office

Via Strasburgo, 18/A 
43123 Parma PR 
ITALY 

+39 0521 488218

Cimavilla Plant

Via del Lavoro, 52 - Z.I. Cimavilla 
31013 Codognè TV 
ITALY 

+39 0438 470813

Codognè Plant

Via Comun, 7 
31013 Codognè TV  
ITALY 

+390438 791102 

Maron di Brugnera Plant

Via Moret, 13 
33070 Maron di Brugnera PN 
ITALY 

+39 0434 608219

Budoia Plant

Via della Braida, 5 
33070 Budoia PN  
ITALY 

+39 0434 737304

 


